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Improving farmers’ green production behavior can guarantee food safety at the source. In
recent years, a rising number of studies have focused on food safety management and
have provided general regulation recommendations. Unlike many studies, this study aimed
to find targeted policy recommendations according to different spatial aggregations of
non-green production behavior. In the current study, more than 800 tea farmers located in
the Qinba and Huangshan Mountain regions of China were investigated. An order logit
model was employed to evaluate the impact of government regulation and community
governance on ignorant or unkind non-green tea production behavior. Furthermore, a
multi-valued treatment effect model was also recruited to demonstrate the average
treatment effect of government regulation and community governance. The results
show that the difference in farmers’ ignorant or unkind non-green production behavior
between regions is substantial but is similar in the same region. Farmers’ non-green
production behavior is negatively impacted by community governance but not significantly
affected by government regulation. Government regulation can effectively inhibit the
occurrence of farmers’ unkind behavior, while community governance can effectively
cause farmers’ unkind behavior. Thus, somemeasures to reduce local farmers’ non-green
production behavior should be put forward according to the differences in the spatial
distribution of non-green production behavior and the differences in the effect of
government regulation and community governance.

Keywords: government regulation, community governance, green production behavior, targeted agricultural policy,
Qinba and Huangshan mountain regions of China

1 INTRODUCTION

Improving food safety and protecting the agricultural environment is widely deemed as an important
mission, which is close to the true life of the smallholders. By governments and local communities,
vigorous efforts are being made to reduce the pesticides usage in agricultural activities (Liu et al.,
2015; Kumar et al., 2019). Currently, the residues of these chemicals have been detected in various
food, such as vegetables, fruits, even tea (Seenivasan and Muraleedharan, 2011; Amirahmadi et al.,
2013). Thus, strict food safety standards have become an important measure to ensure food safety
(Fan et al., 2014). According to the statistics of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), China
was the largest consumer of the pesticides globally. The annual average pesticide use is approximately
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0.067 kg/ha, which is more than twice consumption compared to
some developed countries. Meanwhile, the rate of effective
pesticide use is only 35%, which is well below developed
countries’ average of 50~60% (Grung et al., 2015).

For tea and its culture in China, there was a long history since
tea originated. The Qinba Mountains and Huangshan Mountains
are the central areas for tea cultivation. According to survey,
various diseases and pests will be encountered in tea planting,
such as small green leafhoppers, tea stink bugs, tea coal diseases,
etc. Therefore, excessive pesticides have been applied in the actual
production process to ensure tea production. According to the
report from Greenpeace (Greenpeace, 2016), nearly 60% of
normal tea was detected with prohibited pesticides, while 85%
of normal tea was evaluated as overproof pesticide residue, and
this will seriously threat the reputation of Chinese tea in the global
market. As an essential part of the agricultural industry in China,
the tea sector is supposed to thrive as an endogenous industry
and, therefore, enrich the environment and reduce the rural
poverty level in the different tea regions of China. According
to the FAO, China exported 355,258 tons of tea in 2017, which is
significantly higher than any other tea-exporting countries
nearby, such as Sri Lanka, India, and Vietnam. In addition,
China is also the second largest tea exporter in the world,
following Kenya. Thus, it is essential to regulate tea farmers’
overuse of pesticides to guarantee food safety. For the Chinese
management system of agricultural products, regulation
development generates an important role in the supply chains,
while the safety and quality control of agricultural products is also
essential (Dou et al., 2015). The Chinese government has adopted
a series of measures to regulate farmers’ non-green production
behavior. For example, the Ministry of Agriculture implemented
the “Year of Supervision on Agricultural Food Safety andQuality”
in 2014, carrying out strict supervision and special rectification on
pesticide applications. Furthermore, the Ministry of Agriculture
of China introduced “Zero Growth of Chemical Fertilizer and
Pesticide Use”, such action aimed to achieve a 40% pesticide
utilization rate, as well as a zero increase in pesticide and fertilizer
use in the year of 2020 (Shuqin and Fang, 2018). Similarly, in
2019, several major departments represented by the “Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Affairs” formulated a national food quality
standard for agricultural products, achieving a 98% detection pass
rate and a 41% pesticide utilization rate until the year 2020. Based
on agricultural fitness cultivation and ecological control, and
chemical control as an emergency prevention and control
strategy, the local government coordinated the application of
physical control, immune inducement and biological control
measures starting from the tea garden ecosystem. Farmers’
non-green production behavior can be caused by ignorance
and unkind psychology, which influenced by community and
government regulation, respectively. Adhere to local conditions
and zoning management, focusing on the prevention and control
of major diseases and pests such as tea net bugs. To ensure the
quality and safety of tea products as well as the ecological
environment of tea gardens, scientific, safe and reasonable
methods were advocated.

Government regulation plays an important role in boosting
farmers’ pesticide reduction behavior (Yu, 2012). Government

regulation is mainly implemented for the control of pesticide use,
including detecting residual pesticides, punishing the use of illegal
pesticides, and prohibiting the use of highly toxic pesticides.
However, due to the special model of small-scale family
management in China, the cost of government regulation will
be substantial. Community governance is expected to enhance
farmers’ access to more food safety and green production rule
knowledge, to help farmers use new green production technology
(Ostrom, 1996). However, without a healthy institutional
environment provided by government, the community cannot
well develop their ability (Lam, 1996). Therefore, to regulate the
pesticide use in tea farmers, it is important to explore the
cooperation between governments and community in China.

According to the published studies, many different factors
affect farmers’ pesticide overuse behaviors (Ferrier and Lamb,
2007; Hafezi and Zolfagharinia, 2018). We made an attempt to
determine the impact of government regulation on farmers’
pesticide overuse, and found that controlling government
regulation is a direct method to regulate farmers’ pesticide
overuse, for which the government in China bears a
substantial regulation cost at the small-scale household level
(Lamichhane, 2017; Liu and Lan, 2018). Many published
studies have found that the regulation cost is greater than the
regulation gain because the regulatory outcomes deviate from the
regulatory objectives, showing the inefficiency in the regulations
(Antle, 2000; Lichtenberg, 2013; Miewald et al., 2013). There is a
strong link between reputation, quality, another characteristic etc.
and agriculture products in Geographical Indication region
(Barham, 2003; Likudis et al., 2013), Thus, in the Geographical
Indication regions with pesticide overuse, stricter standards on
agricultural products have been applied by the government and
community (Drogue and DeMaria, 2012). In addition, to ensure
the quality and value of public agricultural product brand, the
community and local government are more motivated to attach
importance to supervising farmers’ pesticide overuse behavior
and urging farmers to abide strictly by the technical specifications
for the quality control of Geographical Indication products
(Meredith and Willer, 2016). This paper provides a detailed
description, explanation, and prediction on farmers’ green
production behavior in two regions. Based on the above
descriptive analysis and regression results, we also provide
targeted policy recommendations for the government and
community.

Current published researches primarily focused on the
aspects mentioned above. However, the farmers’
psychological state and location condition were ignored,
resulting in the low regulatory efficiency with a one-size-
fits-all approach. According to farmers’ psychological state,
farmers’ non-green production behavior in the present study
was divided into ignorant and unkind behavior. In addition,
according to the differences in spatial distribution, the
ArcGIS10.4.1 software was employed to draw ignorant and
unkind pesticide use maps. Finally, an order logit model was
recruited to verify the effect of government regulation and
local community governance on ignorant and unkind pesticide
use, and a multi-valued treatment effect model was also
conducted to analyze the average treatment effect of
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government regulation and community governance. Based on
the evaluated results, a targeted policy was obtained.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Analytical Framework and Research
Method
2.1.1 Analytical Framework
By affecting the cost and benefit from the production of
smallholder farmers, government regulation and community
governance can influence agricultural performance. This study
conducted the Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD)
framework for reference. The analytical framework of potential
pathways was illustrated in Figure 1. The IAD framework
provides a means for decision-making relative to the
integrated tea farmers reducing their pesticide usage and the
outcome of this beyond the local level, where actors such as the
government, the community, and the market make decisions
regarding local government institutions and local natural
resources (Ostrom, 2005).

In this multilevel arena, the actors (e.g., the government,
community, and market) come together to determine what
regulation should be made in a particular situation. This
determines a result (a combination of farmers’ pesticide use)
that feeds back into exogenous variables (e.g., natural resources,
governance institutions, and rule markets) in an action situation
formulated by the actors themselves and an action situation that
is fitted (Figure 1).

The action arena is a virtual platform where actors make
interactions in a particular action situation. An action situation
usually remains relatively stable with time in comparison to
participating actors. Based on the roles of actors (the
government, the community, and the market) who directly
affect farmers’ non-green production behavior, this study
aimed to analyze how actors’ interactions in an action
situation cause farmers’ pesticide overuse. Regardless of the
specific goal of farmers reducing pesticide use, the actions
taken or not taken affect food safety, common brand value,
and the agricultural environment (Minten et al., 2013).

Farmers’ pesticide overuse can be decomposed into two steps:
the first step is to determine non-green production behavior,
which means determining whether farmers have used overuse
pesticides in the last 5 years; the second step is to determine
whether these farmers are ignorant or unkind. Such classification
aims to explore the underlying reason for non-green production
behavior and to take suitable measurements of local conditions
according to the spatial agglomeration of different methods of
pesticide use in different exogenous environments.

In addition to actors influencing farmers’ behavior through
their norms, values, and rules, exogenous variables can generally
drive an action situation (Ostrom, 2005). Actors’ governance
measures or rules can exert a different effect in a particular action
arena due to different exogenous environments (Basurto et al.,
2013). The categorization of these exogenous variables helps to
efficiently analyze actors’ measures and actions (Figure 1). One
strategy is to determine which natural resource allocations,
institutions of the government and community, and market
rules form the action situation’s components (Whaley and
Weatherhead, 2014).

Natural resources refer to the foundational abiotic environment,
such as the altitude, the geographic location, or the history of
planting tea in a certain area, where actors and farmers perform
their work. How a natural resource affects the action arena largely
depends on the governance institution (Carazo-Rojas et al., 2018),
which consists of local government regulation, committee publicity,
and supervision from other farmers. Therefore, the action situation
is the action arena in which actors can easily combine exogenous
variables using an interactionmodel and subsequently have an effect
on farmers’ non-green production behavior (Arias et al., 2014). This
study combined informal rules with formal rules to regulate these
farmers’ behavior. Informal rules are similar to formal rules in that
they guide actors in deciding what is allowed (Ostrom et al., 1993). It
is necessary to address a strategy for how governance power can be
distributed so as to shape farmers’ pesticide use and how an efficient
regulation of farmers’ behavior can be achieved, aimed specifically at
different regions.

2.1.2 Research Method
1) Order Logit Model

FIGURE 1 | Theoretical framework for assessing green production behavior.
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FIGURE 2 | A map of the data source area. (A) Qinba Mountain area; (B) Huangshan Mountain area.
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FIGURE 3 | Spatial aggregates of farmers’ green or non-green production behavior: (A) Qinba Mountain and (B) Huangshan Mountain.
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It is particularly important to identify government and
community goverance effects that may arise in the farmers’
green production. An order logit model is adopted as the

predict model used to estimated the influence of government
and community goverance effects on farmers’ green production.
This model is constructed as follows:

FIGURE 4 | Spatial aggregates of farmers’ ignorant or unkind non-green production behavior: (A) Qinba Mountain and (B) Huangshan Mountain.
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Yi � αi + b1G + b2C + b3X + ε1 (1)
Where Yi represents the farmers’ green production behavior (1 =
if have unkind non-green production behavior; 2 = if have
ignorance non-green production behavior; 3 = if have green
production behavior in recently 5 years), G represents the
government regulation effects, C represents the community
governance effects, X represents this series of variables of the
farmers’ characteristic variables.

2) Multi-Valued Treatment Effect Model

According to Linden et al. (Linden and Yarnold, 2016)
multiple estimation strategies were provided by multivalued
treatment effect models, including regression adjustment
(RA)、inverse-probability weighting (IPW)、augmented
inverse probability weighting (AIPW) and inverse probability
weighted regression adjustment (IPWRA). From the perspective
of promoting farmers’ green production behavior by government
and community, this paper further analyzes the effect of policies
more accurately, following Cattaneo (Cattaneo, 2010), a multi-
valued treatment effect model (IPWRA) was used to analyze the
average treatment effect of government regulation and
community governance. The model is as follows:

ATE � (b̂0m − b̂0k) + 1
N

∑N

i�1Zi(b̂1m − b̂1k) (2)

Where b̂ represents the parameters to be estimated, m and k
repersent the state of government and community goverance, Zi

represents the covariate.

2.2 Data Sources and Variable Selection
2.2.1 Data Sources
The data used in this study were taken from a survey of household
tea farming between July and August 2018 in China. A multistage
sampling procedure was used to collect the data. First, we selected
two regions with long traditions of tea cultivation and that are
home to the most famous common brands: the Qinba Mountain
region (Shaanxi and Sichuan provinces; Figure 2A) and the

Huangshan Mountain region (Anhui and Zhejiang provinces;
Figure 2B). Almost all farmers in these regions are small-scale tea
producers and are engaged in tea production and marketing for
their livelihoods. Importantly, these regions show high densities
of common tea brands and Geographical Indication Protection.
They are also leading regions in the production of tea because
they are endowed with the same climatic conditions. The first
region, the Qinba Mountain region, located in the west of China,
is a low-economic-status and poverty-stricken area in China. The
second region, the Huangshan Mountain region, located in the
east of China, is well known for its high-economic-status areas.
Second, seven districts with a high density of tea production at the
provincial level were selected, including the Ziyang, Xixiang, and
Nanzheng counties in Shaanxi; the Wanyuan and Qingchuan
counties in Sichuan; the Kaihua county in Zhejiang; and the
Huangshan and Qimen counties in Anhui. Third, six villages
from each county were randomly selected. Finally, approximately
16–20 farmers from each village were randomly selected
according to their income level. In total, a sample of 818
farmers was collected using the household survey.

Before conducting questionnaire-based interviews, we trained
the investigators. Face-to-face interviews were conducted by the
investigators who spoke both the local language and Mandarin.
The questions covered family information, labor input, land
input, pesticide and fertilizer input, outcome variables,
Geographical Indication Protection, and numerous other
topics. The final dataset comprised 498 farmers from the
Qinba Mountain region and 320 farmers from the Huangshan
region.

2.2.2 Variable Selection
(1) Green and Non-Green Production Behavior

According to tea farmers’ spatial data with the “PRA+3 S”
methods, ArcGIS10.4.1 was used to draw a spatial aggregate of
farmers’ green and non-green production behavior, shown in
Figure 3. The figure shows that farmers’ green and non-green
production behavior presents obvious spatial aggregates in
different regions. If the farmers have no overuse pesticides in
recently 5 years, we defined it as green production behavior. If the
farmers have overuse pesticides in recently 5 years, we defined it
as non-green production behavior. The red points represent more
pesticide overuse, and the green points represent more pesticide
reduction behavior. The findings suggest that farmers’ non-green
production behavior is similar in the same region but is
substantially different between different regions. The most
interesting result shown in Figure 3 is that farmers located in
Shaanxi province engage in more green production. In contrast,
farmers located in Sichuan, Anhui, and Zhejiang have more non-
green production behavior.

2) Farmers’ Psychological State

To explore the reason for farmers’ non-green production
behavior more in-depth, we divided them in to two groups
(behavior of ignorance or behavior of unkindness) according
to famers’ psychological behavior. Firstly, farmers’ green

FIGURE 5 | The degree of government regulation in different provinces.
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production knowledge and green or no-green production
behaviors were captured in investigation. According to the
deviation of knowledge and behaviors, if the famers have a low
level of green production knowledge and have non-green
production behavior, we defined it as the behavior of
ignorance. But if the famers have a high level of green
production knowledge and still have non-green production
behavior, we defined it as the behavior of unkindness. Figure 4
presents the spatial aggregates of farmers’ ignorant and unkind
behavior. The red points represent unkind behavior, and the
green points represent more ignorant behavior. This shows
that behavior also presents obvious spatial aggregates in
different regions, especially in the county. Figure 4 shows
that farmers located in Shaanxi and Sichuan are less unkind
and that farmers located in Anhui and Zhejiang are unkinder.
This paper provides a detailed analysis of why there is a
substantial difference between similar regions, how
governance power is distributed to shape farmers’ non-
green production behavior, and how efficient regulation of
farmers’ behavior can be achieved. We tried to design a
strategy that adapts to local conditions.

3) Government Regulation

Government regulation means government takes measures
(e.g., laws, punishment policy or quality supervision) on the
whole production process of farmers. In this article, “if
government regulates farmers’ pesticide use” is used as a
variable description of government regulations to explore the
impact of government regulations on farmers’ green production
behaviors. According to previous research, government
regulation plays a key role in changing farmers’ crop
production behavior, particularly non-green production
behavior (Yue et al., 2010). Many countries have proposed
government regulation policies to ensure food safety and to
reduce environment pollution (Bhandari et al., 2019). As
shown in Figure 5, the survey data indicate that 48.8% of
farmers in Shaanxi, 20.9% in Sichuan, 17.4% in Anhui, and
only 1.6% in Zhejiang are regulated by the government.

Therefore, government regulation in Shaanxi and Sichuan is
significantly higher than that in Anhui and Zhejiang, and that
is similar to the spatial aggregates of farmers’ ignorant and
unkind behavior. Based on the empirical statistical analysis, we
can hypothesize that government regulation can influence
farmers’ ignorant and unkind behavior. This hypothesis is
empirically verified in the next section.

4) Community Governance

Community governance refers to an institutional system in
which multiple entities such as village committees and
farmers participate in the governance of farmers’
production behaviors. In this article, community
governance refers to the process in which the village
committee, farmers, and assembly jointly supervise the
production of farmers. Currently, community governance is
one of the most important actors of the rural revitalization
strategy. Community governance can effectively regulate
farmers’ behavior, and it can share the government’s
financial pressure. Figure 6 shows the community
governance performance in different provinces. According
to Figure 6, farmers in Shaanxi show the most advanced
management, which is similar to the spatial aggregate of
farmers’ non-green production behavior. That is to say,
there appear to be similar trends among community
governance and non-green production behavior. This
presents the hypothesis that community governance has a
significantly negative effect on farmers’ non-green production
behavior. This hypothesis is empirically verified in the next
section.

5) Farmers’ Total Characteristics

Supplementary Table S1 reports the descriptive statistics
for the variables used in this study. The farmers engaging in
green production behavior show a green production value of
1.4866, which means that the level of green production of
farmers is normal. Twenty-seven percent of farmers have

FIGURE 6 | The degree of community governance in different provinces.
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regulated their pesticide use due to the government. This
suggests that the government regulation of pesticide use is still
in its initial stage. It is expected that community governance
will do its best to increase low regulator levels. Community
governance includes farmers’ supervision, community
publicity, and assembly supervision. Farmers’ supervision
represents the degree of supervision between farmers.
Supplementary Table S1 shows that the farmers’
supervision is approximately 3.2983, which means that
farmers’ supervision is at a high level and can regulate
farmers’ behavior in most cases. Only 26% of farmers have
been accepted for public training by the community.
Meanwhile, only 29% of farmers need to be checked for tea
quality by the assembly. Therefore, the statistics show that
community public training and assembly supervision are both
at a low level and need to be reinforced in the next step.

3 RESULTS

3.1 The Impacts of Government Regulation
and Community Governance on Green
Production Behavior
This section shows the impacts of government regulation and
community governance on farmers’ pesticide use. Farmers’
pesticide use is divided into two parts: green production
behavior and non-green production behavior, which is either
ignorant or unkind. To explore how governance power and
community governance can shape pesticide use and how the
efficient regulation of farmers’ behavior can be achieved, order
logit models were used. The results are shown in Supplementary
Table S2.

Supplementary Table S2 shows the effect of government
regulation and community governance on green production
behavior. The variable representing government regulation
has a positive and significant impact on green production
behavior. As expected, the variable for government regulation
has a significant negative impact on farmers’ unkind behavior,
suggesting that government regulation can prevent unkind
behavior. However, the variable representing community
governance has a positive and statistically significant effect
on unkind non-green production behavior, suggesting that
community governance could lead to more unkind non-green
production behavior than green production. The reason for
this is that, though the community can improve farmers’
knowledge of green production, there is no strict constraint
on farmers’ behavior. Farmers whose goal is to maximize their
interests will naturally choose unkind behaviors that benefit
them. They contribute to diverse governance measures that
adapt to different regions according to the differences in non-
green production behavior, ignorant or unkind. This is
associated with less non-green production behavior, which
contributes to providing a strategy that improves the degree of
green production in agriculture (Kayhan, 2015).

Moreover, the variables representing party members have a
positive and significant impact on farmers’ green production

behavior. The reason for this is that a farmer who is a member
of the party is more politically inclined to produce green
products. This positive impact of being a party member and
the degree of information on reducing farmers’ non-green
production behavior is in line with previous studies
(Schreinemachers et al., 2016). The degree of information
has a positive and significant impact on farmers’ unkind non-
green production behavior. This supports findings that
information can improve farmers’ knowledge of green
production in terms of the convenience of the acquisition
of said knowledge as well as multi-party market information.
Furthermore, a higher degree of information could reduce
speculation costs and influence farmers’ values. This shows
that farmers’ correct values and positive attitudes on green
production would effectively reduce farmers’ unkind
behavior. The findings further confirm that the cost of
acquired information is associated with unkind behavior.
In addition, the variables representing the brand
traceability system and the rate of tea income significantly
accelerate green production behavior. Meanwhile, the tea
income of farmers is the biggest motivations throughout
the production process. Ensuring higher tea income is the
key to ensuring green production for farmers.

3.2 Multi-Valued Treatment Effect Analysis
for Three Discrete Outcomes
The differential promotion effect of government regulation
and community governance on farmers’ green production was
estimated using the order logit model. Aimed at assessing the
impact of policies more accurately, a multi-valued treatment
effect model was used to analyze the average treatment effect
of government regulation and community governance. This
model was also used to check the robustness of the obtained
results. Inverse probability weighted regression adjustment
(IPWAR) was adopted to analyze the average treatment effect
of government regulation and community governance. The
results are shown in Supplementary Tables S3, S4.

Supplementary Table S3 shows that farmers’ green
production behavior is significantly promoted by
government regulation. The ATE value is 0.1393, and the
level of significance is 5%. This means that government
regulation can promote farmers’ green production behavior
and significantly restrain farmers’ unkind behavior.

Supplementary Table S4 shows that community
governance has a negative effect on farmers’ green
production behavior. This means that community
governance can promote farmers’ non-green production
behavior. Moreover, this could lead to farmers’ unkind
behavior. The green production behavior of surrounding
farmers has a significant positive average treatment effect
on farmers’ unkind behavior. If there is a higher level of
green production among the surrounding farmers, more
farmers engage in unkind behavior. This is consistent with
the above research conclusion. However, community publicity
and assembly supervision have no significant average
treatment effect on farmers’ green production behavior.
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4 DISCUSSION

Farmers’ pesticide use is affected by various factors. Among them,
government regulation and community governance have a
greater impact. However, targeted government regulation and
community governance institutions are necessary to guarantee
food safety at low financial costs.

The results obtained from the descriptive statistics suggest that
there is a substantial difference in pesticide use between county
regions, regardless of the green production behavior or ignorant
and unkind behavior. Sun, H et al. (Sun et al., 2020) also indicated
that the behavior of club clusters would be formed in a sub sample
of every decade. As shown in Figure 3, farmers’ behavior shows
an obvious spatial agglomeration, which means that green or
non-green production behavior is similar in the same
geographically indicated protected areas. There is a
considerable difference in spatial accumulation in the different
geographically indicated protected areas. Therefore, it is
particularly important to formulate differentiated regulatory
policies for different geographically indicated protected areas.
This lends credit to the idea that community governance has a
significant inhibiting effect on farmers’ pesticide overuse.
Therefore, in Geographical Indication Protection areas with
serious pesticide overuse, attention should be paid to the
regulatory role of community governance. However, empirical
research also shows that community governance aggravates the
occurrence of unkindness. Among the farmers who apply excess
pesticides, the above discussion also shows that government
regulation can effectively restrain the unkind behavior of farmers.

Formal and informal institutions (e.g., government regulation,
community governance, and market rules) create these
governance power relationships. Moreover, government actors
directly design the formal institutions that are subsequently
implemented and then distributed by the community, which
plays a complementary role. Formal and informal institutions
are both identified as core driving forces for improving farmers’
green production in agriculture (Casson et al., 2010). For
instance, the empirical result shows that, given the positive
and significant role of community governance in inhibiting
farmers’ non-green production behavior, the power of
community governance should be further enhanced and
distributed while government regulation can significantly
prevent farmers’ unkind behavior. However, community
governance can significantly exacerbate unkind behavior. The
main reason for this is that, while community governance can
improve farmers’ knowledge, there is no strict law constraint on
farmers’ behavior. Consequently, community governance should
not be enhanced in regions where farmers’ unkind behavior is
aggregated.

Government regulation plays an essential role in smallholders’
behavior in many developing countries. While numerous studies
have estimated the impact of government regulation on non-
green production behavior, little attention has been paid to
exploring how community governance with government
regulation affects pesticide use. There is also a lack of
awareness of efficient measures according to different spatial
agglomeration. In addition, there is no literature on the

subdivision of pesticide overuse into ignorant and unkind
behavior. The existing literature has found many interaction
patterns and outcomes among actors (local governments,
community, and the market) within institutions created with
national resources and local governance systems. By applying the
IAD theoretical concepts, this study analyzed these interactions in
a coherent manner. The results of the case study in China showed
that, although the measures and relationships of governments
and communities vary, farmers’ pesticide use decisions are
shaped by a similar set of exogenous variables that result in
the use of different governance approaches. Both the institution’s
role and rules are core drivers of these various behaviors
(Brodrechtova et al., 2018). The description of the sample and
the behaviors’ spatial aggregates indicate a difference in national
resources.

Combined with the descriptive statistics and empirical results,
formulating adjusted measures to local conditions is necessary.
For instance, in Shaanxi and Zhejiang, more attention should be
paid to community governance. However, the pesticide use of
farmers located in Sichuan and Anhui should be regulated by the
government due to a higher probability of unkind behavior.
Community governance can efficiently prevent farmers’ non-
green production behavior, and government regulation can
efficiently prevent farmers’ unkind behavior if farmers present
non-green production behavior.

One of the key steps in distributing governance power to shape
farmers’ pesticide use was achieved by empirical analysis. As
indicated in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, another key step is the
efficient regulation of farmers’ non-green production behavior,
making adjustments based on local conditions. Therefore, based
on the spatially distributed differences in pesticide use and in the
ignorant and unkind behavior of farmers, policy suggestions
suitable for different Geographical Indication reserves would
be put forward.

5 CONCLUSION AND POLICY
IMPLICATIONS

Most scholars have only used a single mothed to analyze farmers’
green production. However, this study applied an order logit
model, a multi-value treatment model, and the “PRA+3 S”
method to analyze Qinba Mountain and Huangshan Mountain
data. Aimed at exploring the differences in farmers’ green or non-
green production behavior between the two mountain regions,
this study further explored the effect of government regulation
and local community governance on reduced pesticide use
behavior. Another essential objective of this study was to
assess how the local government can cooperate with the local
community to achieve the objective of reduced pesticides and to
formulate government and community policies that vary
according to resource endowments in different regions.

Geographically, the research on the spatial agglomeration
behavior of farmers is relatively extensive, but it is rare in
management. This paper studies the cross-integration of
geography and management Figure 3 clearly shows that
farmers located in Shaanxi and Zhejiang have a greater
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probability of reducing pesticides under the present governance.
Moreover, Figure 4 shows another spatially aggregated
phenomenon that suggests that farmers located in Sichuan and
Anhui have a greater probability of engaging in non-green
production behavior due to unkindness.

According to the results of the IAD framework, the effects of the
actors (e.g., the government, community, and market) come together
to determinewhat regulation should bemade in a particular situation.
Other studies that only attention on one of the actors, for instance,
Ziheng Niu et al. (Niu et al., 2022) found that community peer effects
could improve farmers’ adoption of cleaner production technology,
Fuduo Li et al. (Li F. et al., 2020) found that government compensates
does let farmers’ aware of more environmental value of the Green
Manure Planting Program.Meanwhile, no scholar divided non-green
production behaviors into ignorant and unkind behavior for in-depth
research. However, the relative impact of government and
community governance across studies, which is expected to
propose targeted policies to improve farmers’ green production
behavior efficiently based on the spatially aggregated phenomenon
and mental behavior. Our results indicate that farmers’ non-green
production behavior is negatively impacted by community
supervision but are not significantly impacted by government
regulation. Although some references found that community
supervision had a greater impact on the perceived value-green
production willingness path of farmers’ agricultural green
production than the variable non-community supervision (Li M.
et al., 2020). Our results also show that unkind intentions cause most
farmers to increase their application of pesticides. Farmers’ unkind
behavior is negatively impacted by government regulation and
positively impacted by community supervision. Community
supervision improves farmers’ knowledge and thus reduces the
possibility of ignorance.

A one-size-fits-all policy can significantly increase fiscal costs.
On the contrary, the proposal of targeted policies can not only
reduce the cost of government governance, but also effectively
improve the efficiency of regulation. Therefore, it is necessary to
propose targeted policy in this study. Targeted policy can be
formulated by combining descriptive statistics and empirical
results, for instance, the finding that, in Shaanxi, community
governance should be paid more attention than in Zhejiang
province. However, the pesticide use of farmers in Sichuan
and Anhui should be regulated by the government due to a
higher probability of unkind behavior. More precisely,
community governance can efficiently prevent farmers’ non-
green production behavior and government regulation can
efficiently prevent farmers’ unkind behavior. Similarly, Ataei
et al. (Ataei et al., 2021) noted that farmers’ mental behavior
(perceived benefits, perceived susceptibility, moral norms and
self-identity) influenced the intention to use green pesticides.
Therefore, our findings show that the government and
community are associated with pesticide use. Hence,
government regulation and other policy incentives for
smallholder farmers to choose green and eco-friendly
production methods in agriculture contribute to inclusive food
safety and environmental protection for China.

Government should strengthen monitoring and statistics of
agricultural production data, and construct a more scientific and

rational agricultural green production measurement system (Liu
et al., 2020). Our results have essential policy implications. The
results of this study show important factors that affect farmers’
green production behavior and find efficient governance
measures that adapt to local conditions. Therefore, our
findings show that formal and informal institutions are
associated with pesticide use. Multi-valued treatment effect
analysis results show that the ATE value of government
regulation on farmers’ green production is 0.1393, and the
level of significance is 5%. This means the probability of
farmers with government regulation to adopt green production
behaviors increases by 13.93% and significantly restrain farmers’
unkind behavior. Hence, government regulation and other
supplemental policies serve as incentives for smallholder
farmers to adopt green production technology and to
contribute to the objective of inclusive food safety and
environmental protection for China (Orcos et al., 2018).
Meanwhile, long-term policies with increased technological
progress can address green production issue (Sun et al., 2021).
Furthermore, government regulation and extension policy (e.g.,
community governance) could allow for farmer training and
supervisory programs to enhance farmers’ knowledge on
pesticide reduction. These are necessary conditions to ensure
rural food safety and environmental protection and to develop
the economy of tea farmers in a rapidly changing environment.
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